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1 supernova impostors are stellar explosions that appear at first to
be a supernova but do not destroy their progenitor stars as such they
are a class of extra powerful novae they are also known as type v
supernovae eta carinae analogs and giant eruptions of luminous blue
variables lbv 2 appearance origin and mass loss edit abstract the
supernova impostors in nearby galaxies mimic the appearance of a true
supernova but rather than a terminal explosion the impostors appear to
be massive stars that have undergone a powerful eruption several of
these have energetics comparable to true supernovae and may in fact be
analogous to the great eruption of η presents the connections with the
instabilities and final stages in the most massive stars including the
progenitors of supernovae and the first stars written by a team of
prominent astronomers includes supplementary material sn pub extras
first online 01 january 2012 pp 1 24 cite this chapter download book
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pdf eta carinae and the supernova impostors roberta m humphreys john c
martin part of the book series astrophysics and space science library
assl volume 384 897 accesses 14 citations abstract energetic outbursts
of massive stars are often labeled as supernova impostors van dyk et
al 2000 since they usually show observational features resembling
those of sne iin schlegel 1990 filippenko 1997 abstract abridged the
canonical picture of a supernova impostor is a 11 m v 14 optical
transient from a massive m 40msun star during which the star ejects a
dense shell of material dust formed in the ejecta then obscures the
star the canonical picture of a supernova impostor is a short months
11 m v 14 optical transient from a massive m 40 m star during which
the star ejects a dense shell of material dust formed in the ejecta
then obscures the star the supernova impostors represent rare
instances of analogs to η car and other known luminous blue variables
from which we can acquire important insight into the final stages in
the evolution of very massive stars publication eta carinae and the
supernova impostors pub date 2012 doi 10 1007 978 1 4614 2275 4 11
bibcode 2012assl 384 249v modern astrophysics including the chemical
evolution of galaxies via their high mass loss episodes as the likely
progenitors of gamma ray bursters and the most luminous supernovae and
as candidates for the first stars in the universe supernova impostors
and other gap transients a pastorello m fraser besides supernovae few
astrophysical processes can release close to 10 51 erg of energy a
growing number of stellar outbursts are now recognised to have energy
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releases matching those of faint supernovae object the supernova
impostor sn 2009ip hideout galaxy ngc 7259 about 66 million light
years away for years sn 2009ip had been a fraud the star s first
dazzling outburst turned heads in received 5 july 2018 accepted 21
november 2018 abstract observational surveys are now able to detect an
increasing number of transients such as core collapse supernovae sn
and powerful non terminal outbursts sn impostors dedicated
spectroscopic facilities can follow up these events shortly after
detection many supernova impostors appear to be massive stars in a
binary system two stars in orbit of one another stellar
astrophysicists think that the impostor s occasional flare ups might
be due to perturbations from its neighbor interacting supernovae and
supernova impostors sn 2007sv the major eruption of a massive star in
ugc 5979 we report the results of the photometric and spectroscopic
monitoring campaign of the transient sn 2007sv the observables are
similar to those of type iin supernovae a well known class of objects
whose ejecta interact with pre existing we conduct three dimensional
hydrodynamical simulations of eccentric common envelope jet supernova
cejsn impostors i e a neutron star that crosses through the envelope
of a red supergiant star on a highly eccentric orbit and launches jets
as it accretes mass from the envelope astronomy astrophysics a a is an
international journal which publishes papers on all aspects of
astronomy and astrophysics diversity of supernovae and impostors
shortly after explosion astronomy astrophysics a a on feb 10 2015 an
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outburst was detected and classified as impostor supernova which
prompted a renewed interest in the star in april 2015 a group lead by
the institute of astrophysics of modern astrophysics including the
chemical evolution of galaxies via their high mass loss episodes as
the likely progenitors of gamma ray bursters and the most luminous
supernovae and as candidates for the first stars in the universe
supernova impostors in the center for astrophysics sn database august
2005 authors t matheson to read the full text of this research you can
request a copy directly from the author interacting supernovae and
supernova impostors lsq13zm an outburst heralds the death of a massive
star full record references 122 cited by 9 related research abstract
2016 the authors we report photometric and spectroscopic observations
of the optical transient lsq13zm



supernova impostor wikipedia Apr 08 2024 1 supernova impostors are
stellar explosions that appear at first to be a supernova but do not
destroy their progenitor stars as such they are a class of extra
powerful novae they are also known as type v supernovae eta carinae
analogs and giant eruptions of luminous blue variables lbv 2
appearance origin and mass loss edit
the supernova impostors springerlink Mar 07 2024 abstract the
supernova impostors in nearby galaxies mimic the appearance of a true
supernova but rather than a terminal explosion the impostors appear to
be massive stars that have undergone a powerful eruption several of
these have energetics comparable to true supernovae and may in fact be
analogous to the great eruption of η
eta carinae and the supernova impostors springerlink Feb 06 2024
presents the connections with the instabilities and final stages in
the most massive stars including the progenitors of supernovae and the
first stars written by a team of prominent astronomers includes
supplementary material sn pub extras
eta carinae from 1600 to the present springerlink Jan 05 2024 first
online 01 january 2012 pp 1 24 cite this chapter download book pdf eta
carinae and the supernova impostors roberta m humphreys john c martin
part of the book series astrophysics and space science library assl
volume 384 897 accesses 14 citations abstract
the supernova impostor psn j09132750 7627410 and its Dec 04 2023
energetic outbursts of massive stars are often labeled as supernova



impostors van dyk et al 2000 since they usually show observational
features resembling those of sne iin schlegel 1990 filippenko 1997
1202 0281 unmasking the supernova impostors arxiv org Nov 03 2023
abstract abridged the canonical picture of a supernova impostor is a
11 m v 14 optical transient from a massive m 40msun star during which
the star ejects a dense shell of material dust formed in the ejecta
then obscures the star
unmasking the supernova impostors nasa ads Oct 02 2023 the canonical
picture of a supernova impostor is a short months 11 m v 14 optical
transient from a massive m 40 m star during which the star ejects a
dense shell of material dust formed in the ejecta then obscures the
star
the supernova impostors nasa ads Sep 01 2023 the supernova impostors
represent rare instances of analogs to η car and other known luminous
blue variables from which we can acquire important insight into the
final stages in the evolution of very massive stars publication eta
carinae and the supernova impostors pub date 2012 doi 10 1007 978 1
4614 2275 4 11 bibcode 2012assl 384 249v
eta carinae and the supernova impostors Jul 31 2023 modern
astrophysics including the chemical evolution of galaxies via their
high mass loss episodes as the likely progenitors of gamma ray
bursters and the most luminous supernovae and as candidates for the
first stars in the universe
1908 02323 supernova impostors and other gap transients Jun 29 2023



supernova impostors and other gap transients a pastorello m fraser
besides supernovae few astrophysical processes can release close to 10
51 erg of energy a growing number of stellar outbursts are now
recognised to have energy releases matching those of faint supernovae
astrophile supernova impostor explodes for real new scientist May 29
2023 object the supernova impostor sn 2009ip hideout galaxy ngc 7259
about 66 million light years away for years sn 2009ip had been a fraud
the star s first dazzling outburst turned heads in
diversity of supernovae and impostors shortly after explosion Apr 27
2023 received 5 july 2018 accepted 21 november 2018 abstract
observational surveys are now able to detect an increasing number of
transients such as core collapse supernovae sn and powerful non
terminal outbursts sn impostors dedicated spectroscopic facilities can
follow up these events shortly after detection
caught in the act uw astronomers find a rare supernova Mar 27 2023
many supernova impostors appear to be massive stars in a binary system
two stars in orbit of one another stellar astrophysicists think that
the impostor s occasional flare ups might be due to perturbations from
its neighbor
1406 2120 interacting supernovae and supernova impostors Feb 23 2023
interacting supernovae and supernova impostors sn 2007sv the major
eruption of a massive star in ugc 5979 we report the results of the
photometric and spectroscopic monitoring campaign of the transient sn
2007sv the observables are similar to those of type iin supernovae a



well known class of objects whose ejecta interact with pre existing
simulating highly eccentric common envelope jet supernova Jan 25 2023
we conduct three dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of eccentric
common envelope jet supernova cejsn impostors i e a neutron star that
crosses through the envelope of a red supergiant star on a highly
eccentric orbit and launches jets as it accretes mass from the
envelope
diversity of supernovae and impostors shortly after explosion Dec 24
2022 astronomy astrophysics a a is an international journal which
publishes papers on all aspects of astronomy and astrophysics
diversity of supernovae and impostors shortly after explosion
astronomy astrophysics a a
sn2015bh the end of a star or an impostor supernova Nov 22 2022 on feb
10 2015 an outburst was detected and classified as impostor supernova
which prompted a renewed interest in the star in april 2015 a group
lead by the institute of astrophysics of
eta carinae and the supernova impostors springer Oct 22 2022 modern
astrophysics including the chemical evolution of galaxies via their
high mass loss episodes as the likely progenitors of gamma ray
bursters and the most luminous supernovae and as candidates for the
first stars in the universe
supernova impostors in the center for astrophysics sn database Sep 20
2022 supernova impostors in the center for astrophysics sn database
august 2005 authors t matheson to read the full text of this research



you can request a copy directly from the author
interacting supernovae and supernova impostors lsq13zm an Aug 20 2022
interacting supernovae and supernova impostors lsq13zm an outburst
heralds the death of a massive star full record references 122 cited
by 9 related research abstract 2016 the authors we report photometric
and spectroscopic observations of the optical transient lsq13zm
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